
4Part 4: Derriford Development Framework

This section sets out the essential urban structure for the development. This structure responds to the assessments in 

the previous section and provides the framework within which implementation will proceed over the coming years. 
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Response to Community Aspirations and Concerns

The framework has been developed from the outset with one 

overarching thought in mind: that Derriford and Seaton will 

develop as a truly sustainable community, accommodating all of 

the ingredients that a large community requires, including housing, 

employment, shopping, education, health and recreation provision. 

All will be in easy walking distance of one another, and will be 

connected by public transport and a permeable arrangement 

of roads and footpaths.  The scope for change in Derriford and 

Seaton is certainly sufficient to enable it to rise to the challenge of 

creating a strong and inspirational new heart for north Plymouth. 

The framework for the AAP area will need to be sufficiently 

responsive and flexible to cater for the recognised aspirations and 

to address concerns, and will also have the ability to respond to 

growth allowing for potential opportunities that arise in the future.

In response to the significant topographical characteristics of the 

area, there will be a series of interconnected green valleys that will 

protect and emphasise views to Dartmoor and will be formailsed 

to create Derriford Community Park, a major green space that 

will provide for recreation, education and general amenity for the 

resident and working population.  Existing walkable routes will be 

connected to create better access and connectivity through, and to, 

the area, enhancing the integral linear green routes and reinforcing 

the a new sense of place built around green spaces and places.  

The provision of strategically important health infrastructure and 

science and technology in the area will complement the ‘healthy 

living’ environment. 

 Variations across Derriford and Seaton, for example in topography, 

outlook, exposure, microclimate and land use, will be exploited 

as one of the key drivers of the character of the area.  An urban 

design and architectural response to these variations, together 

with sustainable design considerations, will be preferable to a 

style-driven approach.  

The urban form of the area will need to echo the responses 

to microclimatic and topographical and visual opportunities, 

engendering in the plan area distinctive character areas that 

complement the fine grained landscape.  The urban form will be 

carefully designed to maximise the provision of access to green 

valley’s bringing them right into the heart of the development.  It is 

not the intention that the valleys are developed, but that they are 

used as a resource for the resident and working community and 

that the valleys themselves add to the appeal and value of the 

new heart of north Plymouth.  New buildings will be constructed 

alongside the valley to draw value from the green space, to better 

define the valleys and to provide more interaction and overlooking 

to make them safer places to use.  Design will be sensitive and will 

reflect the quality of the surrounding natural landscape.  

This approach will imbue Derriford and Seaton with more visual 

interest and distinction making it a more desirable place to work 

and live.  There is the opportunity to create urban form which takes 

advantage of, and maximises views, particularly of Dartmoor and 

the green valleys.  

The urban form also needs to acknowledge and respond to the 

historic features of the area, including the Crownhill Fort, Bowden 

Battery and the leats, which add considerable richness to the urban 

fabric and add considerably to the sense of place.  These features 

will be celebrated, protected and enhanced and incorporated into 

the new mixed use urban area.  Far from impacting negatively 

upon the natural and cultural features of the area, the framework 

draws them into the heart of the community and turns them into 

considerable assets.

The urban form will have a distinctive structure of streets and 

spaces which will aid navigation and orientation around the key 

spaces making it easier to move through the place.  The mix of 

uses in the area will be intensified to create a higher density mix 

of uses to create a more sustainable community, a place where 

people of all ages want to live, shop and relax.  The higher density 

development will help to provide activity and strengthen social 

interaction and civic life and increase the offer that Derriford can 

provide as a place with a good live-work balance.  Facilities will be 

within easy walking distance of the employment and residential 

offer reducing as much as possible the need to drive, making 

it a more sustainable place to live , work and relax and adding 

to the sense of social cohesion, healthy lifestyles and offering a 

very real sustainable community offer.  The location of high quality 

residential, commercial and leisure value will exemplify the idea of 

an improved townscape and landscape.

The issues of providing strong focus to the north of Plymouth 

through a good urban framework  which  allows for good 

accessibility by public transport , pedestrians, cyclists and other 

vehicles, and which also provides  a distinctive, cohesive and 

efficient urban structure. 

Radial routes from the surroundings focused on an integrated 

public transport hub.  The framework will aim to allay any previous 

concerns raised about the future redesign of the Derriford 

roundabout by creating a place of presence that will be central to 

the ‘heart’ of the North of Plymouth.  The space will be an ‘anchor’ 

that will serve as a junction for civic functions and will allow easy 

traversing across for cyclists and pedestrians.  

The A386 will be the main urban spine that links Derriford - Plymouth 

- Tavistock and will take the form of a spacious urban boulevard 

flanked on both sides by elegant retail, commercial and residential 

development.  The importance of improving this transport link is 

paramount in delivering high quality public transport infrastructure 

in line with the requirements of the Regional Spatial Strategy and 

Core strategy.

Concerns about the impacts of the proposed development on 

congestion and safety are being addressed through strategic 

planning of the entire north Plymouth transportation network.

The following pages describe the vision for the future Derriford at 

the end of the AAP period (2021) and set out the key development 

principles that should be applied through the AAP in order to 

realise that vision.  The vision and principles are set out under the 

following headings:

Landuse Framework•	
Access / Movement / Framework•	
Green Infrastructure Framework•	
Landmarks & Legibility Framework•	
Community Framework•	

4.0 Development Framework
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4.1.1 Vision of Derriford 2021

Derriford has long had a number of sub-regional uses including the hospital, medical & 

technology/ business park, science park, Marjon and the airport. Throughout the AAP 

period these have been enhanced and supplemented by additional medical uses including 

a new planned care centre, and extensive employment and retail development.  The new 

employment is increasingly mixed with residential and community uses. 

The district retail function of the area is one of the main developments in recent years. 

This has been carefully planned so as to not detract from the city centre 5km to the south. 

In order to achieve a sufficient critical mass of uses to attract people to the centre and 

encourage spin-off social and community uses and interactions the retail uses have been 

carefully chosen and mixed. These uses have been located in a new urban core created by 

the direction of the A386. The district retail uses have been integrated with residential uses 

to create a sustainable, mixed centre at the heart of north Plymouth.  

To the west of the Derriford Hospital the area has a tighter and more intimate network 

of streets and spaces and provides for local eating, shopping and leisure needs. The 

large nearby working and resident population of the former airport  land development 

means that it will be a busy and vibrant environment. Being closely linked to the transport 

interchange and linked to Crownhill Fort by the leat-garden that lines the boulevard it is also 

popular with the shoppers using the main retail core.

At the local level, substantial residential development has occurred. One of the primary 

aims of this is simple – to encourage as many of the people as possible who currently 

work within the area to also live there. The underpinning of the concept has been to 

provide a quality of life that embodies good ‘South West’ living, comparable with the South 

Hams within a predominantly high density urban form. The quality of the public realm has 

helped to achieve this and there have also been some stunning architectural innovations. 

In addition to high density mixed use residential development at the heart of the area.  

In some key locations a different approach to design has resulted in some impressive 

relatively low density neighbourhoods with contemporary sustainable architecture which 

have proved popular with the doctors and consultants who work at the hospital, helping 

to reduce economic leakage.

Whilst the district (sub-regional) retail uses attract people to the area and encourage use 

of its facilities, there are also a number of smaller local centres that ensure people can 

reach some basic facilities within 400m of their homes. These are found at various points 

throughout the area. 

4.1.2 Landuse Principles

To improve the mix and interaction of uses at Derriford to create a more sustainable 

community and a heart to north Plymouth (which functions as a bi-polar centre with the 

City Centre and a district centre for north Plymouth). 

A number of key principles underpin this dimension of the plan (see figure 48):

Principle 1: Getting people to live within the heart of Derriford

Substantial residential development is an important component of the overall plan to create 

a more sustainable city and a more sustainable community in Derriford. One of the primary 

aims is to create a place where people of all ages and circumstances want to live, to 

encourage as many people as possible who currently work within the area to also live, 

shop and relax there. A range of tenure and type of dwellings will be provided throughout 

the area with the aim of providing a quality of life that competes with the South Hams and 

Dartmoor within a predominantly high density urban form, but also including some lower 

density neighbourhoods, overlooking the valleys.

Principle 2: Creation of a Mixed Use Centre to North Plymouth

A higher density mix of uses within Derriford will form a centre to the surrounding 

neighbourhoods and create a heart to north Plymouth. The mix and interaction of uses 

will be dramatically changed to create a more sustainable community. Providing a mix of 

uses will reduce unnecessary car journeys by ensuring many daily needs can be met within 

walking distance, as well as ensuring that public transport becomes the easiest, quickest 

and most cost effective way of getting around the area. A mix of uses will also provide 

activity that avoids dead spaces and times, helping to strengthen social interaction and 

civic life, as well as improving public safety.  The framework is designed to be sufficiently 

flexible to accommodate change and as development proceeds the mix and location of 

uses will evolve in response to changing market conditions and developer and community 

aspirations. 

Principle 3: Creation of a Hierarchy of Centres 

The framework aims to create a hierarchy of centres across the area which provide a 

network of facilities serving the existing and new communities: Creation of a District 

Centre - A key component of the creation of a new sustainable neighbourhood, the district 

centre will support the existing employment, health and residential uses and provide a 

new focus in the north of Plymouth. The district centre retail function at Derriford Centre 

has been carefully planned so as to not detract from the City Centre. The area has also 

been designed to allow for potential long term growth of the retail centre, if desirable, as 

the population of north Plymouth grows. Creation of Local Centres - The framework 

incorporates several local centres to ensure people can reach some basic facilities within 

250-400m of their homes and workplaces. 

Principle 4: Strengthen Existing Employment Area

The plan aims to strengthen Derriford as a major employment area in line with the Council’s 

concept of a bi-polar economy with strong and complementary centres of employment at 

the City Centre and Derriford. The focus at Derriford will be on the Bio-medical, Healthcare 

& Technology sector, and the framework aims to increase density and tighten the urban 

form with buildings enclosing the street to create a real mixed use area of the city, with 

concentrated activity and vibrancy. The area will have a high profile within the area fronting 

onto the A386, proposed hub and high quality public spaces generating visual distinction, 

interest and investment.   

Principle 5: Provision of Integrated Community Facilities 

The framework offers opportunities to provide new and enhanced community facilities 

which will serve existing and new communities. Development on the scale envisaged 

will require improved school provision which should be designed to include additional 

community facilities to create small community hubs where people can meet and interact. 

There is an aspiration for a new swimming pool which should be accommodated in the 

AAP area. The framework also provides public open spaces maximising use of the network 

of green valleys and connections as well as improved public transport. 

4.1 Landuse Framework
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4.2.1 Vision of Derriford 2021

Derriford has an urban framework that allows for good accessibility whilst at the same 

time providing a distinctive and cohesive urban structure. With excellent linkages north 

and south on the A386; linkages through the Forder Valley to Langage and excellent 

connections with the surrounding neighbourhoods the area genuinely is the focus to north 

Plymouth. The radial pattern of routes focused on the integrated transport hub and overall 

permeability creates a strong urban form and gives excellent pedestrian, cyclist and public 

transport accessibility to all areas. 

Derriford is much better connected internally than before.  A series of new links connect 

the different parts of the area, enabling public transport to operate efficiently, terminating 

at the major new interchange at the dramatic new hospital entrance and picking up major 

new stops at local centres.

The main urban area of Derriford Centre links Crownhill Fort and the Hospital to the 

north of the District Centre and transport hub. The A386 between these two points has 

been transformed, enclosed by large scale and elegantly designed residential, retail and 

commercial development along the length of this corridor.  Pedestrian movement across 

the A386 is improved by revised carriageway widths.

The permeable vehicular grid of the area is supplemented by a pedestrian and cyclist 

secondary network, which optimises the valleys as a means to connect with the various 

uses of the area and the wider city open space network. The steepest valleys are traversed 

by elegant bridges which touch the tree tops and which have become an attraction in their 

own right.

The hierarchy of streets creates a cohesive set of inclusive linkages that allow for a seam-

less integration of the site with the existing urban area. It also allows for easy access within 

the site and between areas of development and key users such as the hospital and busi-

ness parks. The access strategy provides logical linkages between the site and surround-

ing areas and within the site. It also has the effect of dividing the site into blocks and plots 

that can be then utilised for development and other uses. 

The access framework assigns movement functions to each of the desired connections 

identified by the principles. These functions have been defined with reference to the Manual 

for Streets (Department for Transport, 2007).  The movement framework aims to create a 

‘walkable’ place, reduce car use, and enhance the life and vitality of streets and spaces. 

The layout of the movement framework also sets the structure of the development, within 

which blocks can be developed

4.2.2 Access / movement / Framework Principles

To provide a genuine focus to north Plymouth with radial routes from the 

surroundings focused on an integrated public transport hub at the heart of the area, 

and the creation of an urban framework which allows for good accessibility by public 

transport, pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles, whilst at the same time providing 

a distinctive and cohesive urban structure. 

A number of key principles underpin this dimension of the plan (see figure 49):

Principle 1: Maintain North and South movement but reduce highway dominance

The A386 provides excellent north-south linkages connecting the City Centre to Tavistock. 

By 2021, a fully operational high quality public transport (HQPT) service will link the City 

Centre and northern Plymouth. Between Crownhill Fort and the future transport hub, the 

A386 should be disaggregated so that it does not dominate the centre, enabling a more 

useable and memorable urban environment along the north / south corridor, lined by trees 

and enclosed by large scale and elegantly designed residential, retail and commercial 

development along its length. The current alignment of the A386 will become the basis of 

the strong urban spine served by public transport but no longer dominated by cars.    

Principle 2: Strengthen the Radial Routes (public transport along radial routes)

To provide a genuine focus to north Plymouth, Derriford needs excellent connections 

with the surrounding neighbourhoods. A radial pattern of routes focussed on the public 

transport interchange at the heart of the area would improve accessibility and allow the 

creation of a more attractive and sustainable urban area. This includes the following 

proposed links: Forder Valley Link - potential new transport link through the Forder Valley, 

providing connections from the south east; Whitleigh Link - aspiration for a linkage around 

the north edge of Crownhill Fort towards Whitleigh, providing connections from the west 

and linking Derriford centre to Whitleigh Campus and areas to the west; Derriford Road 

desirable to make this road more direct, following the contours to connect the future hub 

to the hospital; Airport Link - aspiration to create a more direct route to Plymouth Airport 

and additional route from the north. 

Principle 3: Creation of Transport Interchange Hubs

At the heart of the area a major new integrated transport interchange serving the new 

centre and Derriford Hospital, will be located within an impressive and beautifully designed 

civic space at the new hospital entrance. This will form a hub at the heart of the area which 

serves as a gateway to the north Plymouth centre.  A second main transport interchange 

is located at the George Park & Ride and connects the community to the rest of the city 

and Northern links to Dartmoor.

Principle 4: Creation of a Permeable Network

The urban framework for the area needs to create a network of permeable streets and 

spaces across the area providing ease of movement and accessibility by public transport, 

pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles. Improved permeability will create good access to 

the District Centre from all areas, and includes the following proposed links: New Hospital 

Link(s) - potential for new linkages from the A386 to Derriford hospital providing improved 

links to Plymouth Airport, Marjon and the Tamar Science Park; Route across Bircham 

Valley - aspiration to create a link spanning Bircham Valley to connect the two sides.

Principle 5: Public Transport Loop 

Derriford is a large centre and, unlike some small town centres, not all areas can be 

accessed by foot. This would be overcome by the Derriford Loop, a HQPT circuit with a 

frequent service picking up all of the key destinations and car parks, and with its terminus 

at the proposed hub.

Principle 6: Improve Access to and through the Valley’s  

Public access to the valleys is needed to maximise the asset of the green valleys within 

northern Plymouth, providing links to the countryside and the wider city open space 

network. This will be increasingly important when the proposed Derriford Community Park 

is established in Bircham, Seaton and Forder Valleys.

Principle 7: Establish a clear hierarchy of Streets and Spaces

To create a strong structure of streets and spaces within Derriford to help residents, 

employees and visitors to orientate themselves. The street hierarchy determines not only 

the ease of movement within an area, but also how easy an area is to understand, what its 

function is and therefore how it should be designed to reflect that function.  Similarly, each 

space must be designed with specific purposes in mind and a clear hierarchy of spaces 

will need to be established to guide development.

4.2 Access / Movement / Framework
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4.3.1 Vision of Derriford 2021

The key factor distinguishing Derriford from areas in other cities is the strong relationship 

between the built form and green spaces.  Employment space and residential areas will 

be directly connected to the new Derriford Community Park established in the Bircham, 

Seaton and Forder Valleys.  Beautifully designed buildings will overlook and where possible 

front onto parks.  The park and the valleys will become a part of the cityscape in a way that 

they have not previously been.  This will be reinforced by a new linear park that connects 

the Tamar and Plym valley systems to east and west across the Derriford ridge and A386 

corridor.  This should incorporate the Crownhill Glacis, as an open public space.

 

4.3.2 Green Infrastructure Principles

Capitalise on north Plymouth’s unique network of green valley’s (which form green 

fingers linking the urban areas to the countryside and estuary).  Strengthening the 

stunning natural environment to provide a strong backdrop to Derriford’s renewed 

identity and reinforce a new sense of place built around green spaces and views. 

A number of key principles underpin this dimension of the plan (see figure 51):

Principle 1: Strengthen the Network of Green Valleys

The network of green valley’s forming green fingers linking the urban areas to the 

countryside and estuary are stunning assets and can be relatively readily brought into 

public use. Access into the valleys needs to be increased and linkages need to be safe and 

overlooked, providing a number of opportunities to enter or leave the greenspace. Linear 

routes within the valleys should be introduced providing links to the wider countryside and 

City greenspace network. and combined cycle and pedestrian routes should be spacious 

and well lit. The landscape, ecological and amenity values of the valleys must be maintained 

and enhanced through ongoing management. The valleys provide opportunities to introduce 

facilities and features for community benefit, such as an environmental education resource 

centre, habitat creation and allotments.  Key to all this will be the establishment of Derriford 

Community Park. The valleys should be overlooked by development along the edges, 

improving personal security. Frontage to the valley edges will help to define the boundaries 

of the natural parks, providing an attractive and distinctive edge to the valleys with spaces 

becoming more structured but still informal. The relationship of new development with 

greenspace needs to be exceptional and can enhance values. Glacis Green - Crownhill 

fort is located at the head of a green valley, and there is an aspiration to provide public 

access to the glacis, creating a green surrounding the fort and providing access to the 

green valley to the west. Views  could be opened up through the management of the green 

which could provide interpretation of the function and history of the glacis and the fort from 

a different perspective, whilst providing a great recreational resource for the area.  Any use 

will need to take into account of the glacis’ status as a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

Principle 2: Create Green Linear Parks  

There are a couple of links within the development which are needed to provide important 

pedestrian and cycle connections within the area. There is an aspiration for a green link 

through the development, connecting Glacis Green and the valley to the west, to the 

Bircham and Forder Valleys to the east. There is a strong aspiration for this link to be an 

impressive linear park which would provide a focus to the area and would tempt people 

to be drawn across Derriford in a way that does not currently happen. There is also an 

aspiration to create a pedestrian/ cycle linkage alongside the A386 connecting the fort to 

the civic space around the transport interchange. The aspiration is for the route to be via a 

linear series of gardens along the line of the leat that ran part of the route between the Fort 

and the old Derriford Roundabout. 

Principle 3: Create Interspersed Green Spaces within Built Form

The urban area should be designed to contain pocket parks, green courtyards, roof 

gardens and gardens. Opportunities should be created within high density development to 

incorporate small pocket parks, residential blocks should contain green inner courtyards 

and houses should have gardens where possible. Development should be designed to 

meaningfully incorporate existing tree belts where possible.

Principle 4: Treatment of Streets

The concept underpinning the approach to public realm aims to build on its spacious well-

treed nature to create a beautiful and sheltered environment for people.  Streets should 

generally be lined by trees and a restricted tree palette of 2 or 3 trees will unify the disparate 

uses and create a distinctive identity. 

Principle 5: Community Park

Derriford Community Park will link the Bircham, Seaton and Forder Valleys.  Its vision identifies 

the importance of this new sustainable community benefiting from a high quality, safe and 

accessible environment and capitalising on the existing network of green spaces, views 

and historic environment.  PCC is working up proposals for an environmental education 

resource centre in the proposed Derriford Community Park.  There are opportunities to 

use the resource to support a wide variety of 5 – 19 age learning programmes, geography, 

Library Land-based Studies and nature studies. This could be expanded to Youth Services 

and Early Years Services.  Approximately 40,000 school population in the city currently 

travel outside the city to use similar (but limited) resources. Adult learning population and 

areas adjoining the city would increase this number significantly.

The proposed resource centre would act as a hub for environmental education services 

and facilities across the city. Key potential benefits:

• growing and cooking local produce (expanding on current initiatives linking  

 allotments with schools)

• organic farming

• healthy living

• environmental sciences

• community recycling & composting

• orienteering

• natural play spaces

• land management (coppicing etc)

• forest gardening (nuts and berries etc)

• mountain bike track

• small outdoor theatre (to complement Central Park).

4.3 Green Infrastructure Framework
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4.4.1 Vision of Derriford 2021

Derriford will be renowned for its architectural quality and the successful integration of 

built and natural assets.  Its new buildings fronting key streets and valleys will be designed 

to add to Derriford’s distinctiveness and to create landmarks that improve the legibility of 

the area and aid orientation.  Hidden assets, including the valleys, Crownhill Fort and the 

hospital, will be revealed and enhanced to enable them to play a more significant role in 

defining this area of the city.

4.4.2 Landmark & Legibility Principles

The legibility of the Derriford can be strengthened through the retention of views 

and landmarks, and through the introduction of buildings and structures of special 

design quality. 

A number of key principles underpin this dimension of the plan (see figure 50):

Principle 1: Open up views of existing built assets

Forts - Crownhill Fort, one of Palmerston’s ‘Ring of Fire’, is an historic landmark at Derriford, 

but is currently largely hidden from view, particularly from the A386. The fort and glacis is a 

unique asset in what could become a dense urban area, and its value in defining a positive 

perception of Derriford as a distinctive urban centre must be realised. The fort could be 

one of the strongest place-making anchors for the whole area. Views to the fort need to 

be opened up, to make the fort visible from its surroundings and should front onto the 

proposed Whitleigh link providing an attractive and distinctive edge to the fort and glacis. 

Bowden Battery plays an important role in defining Seaton Valley and should become an 

element in the Derriford Community educational experience. Other forts within the ‘Ring of 

Fire’ are visible from the Forder Valley as a series of wooded hillocks poking out above the 

urban area, and these could be enhanced through management of planting and a series of 

features highlighting the location of each fort. 

Western Morning News/ Peninsula Medical School - These modern buildings provide 

distinctive, high quality built form overlooking the Bircham Valley, creating landmarks within 

the area.

Principle 2: Open up views of existing green assets

Green Valleys - The network of green valley’s within north Plymouth is a positive place 

making asset for the area and should be enhanced to define the place, aid orientation and 

introduce legibility. Development adjacent to the valleys should provide opportunities to 

increase access and overlooking to the valleys. Development should capitalise on views 

of green spaces whilst maintaining visual linkages from the development into the valleys to 

enrich the built form of the centre with views of green space. 

Principle 3: Creation of new landmarks

Iconic Bridges - There is an aspiration within the Derriford area to create iconic, elegant 

bridge structures across the steepest valleys, touching the tree tops and providing features 

within the valleys. The bridges would be an attraction in their own right, adding value to 

Derriford as an attracter of businesses and people and generally raising its wider profile.  

Opportunities exist in each valley, with the aspiration for a bridge link across the Bircham 

Valley, the potential for an impressive bridge structure as part of the Forder Valley link 

road and the aspiration to create a pedestrian bridge connection into Crownhill Fort from 

the north. Landmark buildings - There is the potential to create new landmark buildings 

reflecting the visibility of the area from further afield, high architectual standards will need to 

be applied to ensure that highly visible buildings deliver a positive impact particularly in the 

District Centre. Valley frontage - Frontage should provide an attractive and distinctive edge 

to the valleys. New high quality buildings overlooking the valley can provide a distinctive 

image special to the Derriford centre, enhancing the place making of the area. 

Principle 4: Defining the new centre of Derriford

Urban Spine - The north / south A386 will remain the principal connecting route, but will 

be re-configured to reduce its impact upon the District Centre. The new centre will be 

densely developed with a mix of uses of a city scale. It will be obvious to those travelling 

on the A386, arriving by bus or plane that they are passing through an important area of 

an international city. 

Principle 5: Capitalising on Strategic Views 

Derriford is located at a high point within the City and has a number of unique panoramic 

views, including views of Dartmoor. The unique natural environment, views and historic 

features reinforce the sense of place and add to a high quality of life. Views should be 

capitalised on through the development to strengthen the character of the place. The area 

should capitalise on the unique views of Dartmoor.

Principle 6: Buildings to define movement corridors and create places

Frontage to primary and secondary routes - should be introduced to provide structure to 

streets to define the main routes into the centre and to provide overlooking.

4.4 Landmarks & Legibility Framework
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4.5.1  Vision of Derriford 2021

 

The communities in the north of Plymouth will have a new centre: a natural focal point at 

Derriford defined by the mix of land uses, the functional and inspirational urban layout, the 

clustering of services and facilities and the convergence of movement connections and 

green spaces.  A wide range of accessible community services will be provided in Der-

riford, in the district centre and new local centres, including shops, new primary schools, 

health care and leisure provision, including a public swimming pool.  In addition, the exten-

sive green valley’s will be made more accessible as a community resource, with a focus 

on the establishment of Derriford Community Park and the associated education resource 

centre.  The resident and business communities of north Plymouth will have significantly 

more interest in their built, natural and historic environment and be proud to bring people 

to visit.

4.5.2  Community Principles

Principle 1: A sustainable community

Through carefully integrated planning, the combination of new employment, housing, retail, 

leisure, transportation and community infrastructure will ensure a far more sustainable 

community for north Plymouth, and more locally within Derriford specifically. Derriford will 

become more self-sufficient, reducing the need for commuting for jobs, shops and leisure 

services. The provision of infrastructure, including schools, the Community Park and 

transport improvements, must be developed in phase with housing, retail and employment 

growth to prevent unnecessary overloading of existing capacity.  

Principle 2: Accessibility of central services and facilities

Key to the accessibility of the district centre from surrounding north Plymouth communities 

will be enhancement of the public transport, alongside better provision for cyclists and 

pedestrians.  Regular bus services will serve the new interchange at the hospital entrance, 

and some buses will stop at the A386 retail area, both providing excellent access to the 

new district centre.  Together with a new bus stop in the new Seaton local centre these will 

also provide very good access to the Derriford Community Park and associated facilities 

for visitors from the whole of Plymouth.  Similarly, a stop at Marjon /airport will provide city-

wide access to a major education resource and strategic transport connections.  

Principle 3: Proximity to local services and facilities

Within Derriford, the scale of planned new development is very considerable and the 

provision of community infrastructure will need to reflect the scale and distribution of new 

development.   New primary schools must be provided at the heart of the communities 

they serve, and should be the hub around which other community facilities are clustered 

for ease of access and maximum activity and viability.  One cluster is anticipated at Seaton 

local centre, and another in the North West Quadrant.

Principle 4: Use of assets to provide for the needs of local communities 

The considerable open space assets of the area need to be optimised and supplemented 

to provide for the needs of the community.  One of those fundamental needs is basic 

health and the green valleys in particular provide an enormous opportunity to encourage 

engagement in healthy activities.  Principal among these activities will be walking.  Improved 

access to the valleys, and safer and easier access through the valley’s, will encourage 

walking.  Improved access to the valleys not only includes entrances to the green areas, 

but the quality of the streets that connect to those entrances from elsewhere within the built 

area. The retention and opening of views of the key assets and surrounding countryside 

are also important factors in building community wellbeing.    

The natural resources, combined with the historic resources in the form of the leats, forts 

and glacis, represent a very considerable local education resource that should be optimised 

for the benefit of the communities.   

Principle 5: Benefits for the business community

It is not just the resident communities that should benefit from the development, but 

existing and prospective businesses too.  The quality of the environment is an important 

factor in determining where to set up a business and where to work.  It will influence the 

ability of Derriford to attract new employers, and the ability of those employers to attract 

staff.  It also affects the scale of leakage from the local economy: the intention being that 

those employed locally, also live and therefore spend locally. 

 

The quality of the environment will also affect the value of property.  It follows that, since 

businesses stand to benefit from the valleys and open spaces, they should be required to 

make a contribution towards their provision and upkeep.

4.5 Community Framework
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Appendix 1 - ecological surveys
 Forder Valley 

Plymouth 

Preliminary report, based on a site visit made on the 31st August 2005 

Before l visited the site l read the Ecological Issues section of the Derriford and 
Southway Area Planning Framework Final Draft Report produced by Scott 
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co. Ltd. for Llewelyn Davies.  This well produced report 
provided a good introduction and feel to the site.  I noted, in particular, that semi-
improved grassland makes up about one half of the vegetation within the valley.  
The remainder of the valley contains areas of unimproved neutral grassland, 
hedges that are semi-rich for some native species, flushed and marshy areas, 
streamside vegetation, woodlands and scrub.  

The southern side of the valley is a steep grassy slope, with a block of woodland 
below Bowden Battery lying in the middle of two blocks of pasture.  The northern 
side of the valley is an L shape with one west to east spur running up to 
Crownhill, whilst the north to south spur runs up to form part of the Bircham 
Valley.  The central section of this valley has been designated as the Bircham 
Valley Nature Reserve.  This area lies outside the area under consideration.  The 
south and north facing sides of the Forder Valley slope up to a plateau and the 
upper slopes along the edge of the plateau slant far more gently than the valley 
sides.  The edge of the plateau and the upper slopes are divided by a number of 
mature hedges of ash, oak, hawthorn, blackthorn, sycamore and elder.  These 
are an important landscape feature and they provide important linear habitats.  
Initial impressions indicate that they are not species rich (they are described in 
the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick site appraisal as “relatively species rich”).   The list of 
trees, shrubs, herbs and ferns they provided is very typical for the area. The list 
provided does not, however, identify them as being species rich. 

We walked from the swimming pool to the edge of the Crownhill Housing close to 
the 110-metre contour where we crossed an area of semi improved acidic 
(bent/fescue) grassland until we reached the abandoned remains of Slade Farm.  
We then followed the line of an old track down toward Bircham Farm. The group 
then climbed back toward the edge of the plateau, following the 100-metre 
contour, until we reached the gate where we had entered the valley some two 
hours before.  
                   
The walk took us along the northern edge of fields in the Forder Valley – part of 
the time we were following the track from Slade farm toward Bircham Farm.  
Fields 2, 3 & 4 are semi-improved, but a lack of topping has resulted in significant 
amounts of creeping thistle and tufting of grasses like cock’s foot taking hold.  
We then crossed field 5 which is semi-improved, but which supports patches of 
cat’s-ear, white and red clover.  This enclosure has similar floral characteristics to 
fields 6 and 7, both of which are described in the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick report 
as semi-improved.  Fields 8 & 9 are also bent/fescue pastures, but they do not 
appear, after an initial and rather cursory inspection, as being species or even 
relatively species-rich.  I do have the advantage of being farm more familiar with 
the kinds of grassland flora that are typical to Devon, than SWK surveyors who 
live and are based outside the County.  

The authors of the Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick report describe “a large area of 
species rich neutral grassland on steep south facing slopes in the Forder 
Valley”.  The three fields that are marked from target notes 25 (9), 26 (8) & 27 (5)
on Figure 2b (Phase 1 Habitat Map) as being unimproved neutral grassland do 
not slope as steeply as fields 2, 3 & 4.  The normal farming logic in this part of 
Devon, is to improve the less sloping land on the edge of the plateau, rather than 
the steep valley sides.  I have therefore requested Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick to 
confirm that the field notes that refer to the three upper fields referred to in their 
report, have not been transposed with notes that relate to the steeply sloping 
fields that run down to the valley floor, (ie. Fields 2, 3 & 4). 

It would appear, from my initial visit, that the pastures within the area under 
consideration will not represent a constraint on development.  Mitigation 
provisions could be used readily to overcome any perceived loss of ecological 
value.  The hedgerows are of both landscape value ecological value and it is 
evident from the pattern that they are likely to be of medieval origin.  
Development could be carried out in such a manner that retention of hedges 
would help to soften the impact of buildings.  Views from the site toward Estover 
and Eggbuckland, show that these developments on prominent hillside locations 
have been carried out in an unsympathetic manner.  Rather than residents in 
these two locations being concerned about the impact of any development within 
the Forder Valley, the reverse would be true.   The mature hedges could be used 
to conceal unattractive developments within Eggbuckland and Estover, from 
quality developments proposed for the Forder Valley.   

The steeper lower slopes of the Forder Valley and the woodlands below Bowden 
Battery lend themselves to the development of a valley park.  The optimum way 
of managing the rough grassland and scrub that is retained, would be to graze it 
with young beef cattle or heifers during the summer.  It would also need to be 
topped periodically. 

The Forder Valley lies very close to the site of a major new hospital complex.  It 
offers a tremendous potential for the development of quality and executive 
housing, including some affordable staff housing, combined with a range of 
‘green space’ facilities and landscape/ wildlife conservation area plantings. 

These are a few initial thoughts and l will be able to amend points of detail and to 
amplify them, following other site visits. 

Peter Beale          24.09.2005 
          forderEcIA1.doc 
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NB The areas of archaeological potential defined are intended to 

be broad brush and should be applied as a guide only. Individual 

planning applications would still require local area scrutiny in or-

der to define more closely archaeological potential and particular 

archaeological mitigation or requirements of any one particular 

scheme. 

Introduction

Derriford is located approximately 5km to the north east of Ply-

mouth city centre at the head of a river which further to the south 

forms the Forder Valley, this river being a tributary of the River Plym 

which lies to the east and which flows southwards into Plymouth 

Sound via the Cattewater.

For the purposes of this study Derriford is identified by reference to 

the Derriford Masterplan Location, which includes at its apex Ply-

mouth Airport. The eastern boundary follows Tavistock Road just 

to its west but includes a triangular salient of land to the north of 

Crownhill Fort. The eastern boundary lies just east of Plymbridge 

Road but bisects Estover and thus includes the modern housing 

and settlement on the northwestern side of Estover. The southern 

part of Blunts Lane completes the eastern boundary whilst the 

southern boundary lies just to the north of Tailyour Road and Fort 

Austin Avenue.

Prehistoric activity

There is some evidence of prehistoric activity in the study area. 

Worked flint tools have been recovered from the site of Derri-

ford Hospital and Plymouth Airport and two earthworks (possi-

bly ploughed-out barrow mounds) of suspected Bronze Age date 

lie at SX49885888 (Ray 1996). A prehistoric defensive earthwork 

may have been located on the site of the later Crownhill Fort if the 

number of ‘castle’ field names in that area are an indication of such 

a feature (St Budeaux Tithe Map 1840).

Historical development

The holding of Colrige (probably marked by the present location of 

Coleridge Farm (SX49505875) is mentioned in the Domesday Sur-

vey of 1086 and would appear to have been a reasonably impor-

tant Saxon estate in the area. Coleridge probably remained a prin-

cipal farm in the area (it is mentioned in documents of the 13th and 

14th century) although others such as Bircham (documented as 

Byrcheham in the 13th century) and Derriford Farm itself came into 

being. On the west side of the study area Tavistock Road was one 

of the main medieval, and possibly earlier, routes leading north-

wards from Plymouth. The place-name Derriford would appear to 

be late and may derive from 16th century  -John Deyre – 16th 

century landowner – (Gover et al 1969). Poole Farm and Fursdon, 

both on the eastern boundary of the study area, were in existence 

by the second half of the 16th century. The study area remained 

largely as farmland well into the early 20th century with the only 

housing being the ribbon development of the 18th and 19th cen-

turies alongside Tavistock Road. From the turn of the 20th century 

however an area east of Crownhill Fort and Tavistock Road was 

given over to barracks (known as Seaton Barracks); the barracks 

were rebuilt in the 1930s and again in the 1960s and 70s but fol-

lowing military disposal this area has become industrial). Plymouth 

Airport, which occupies the triangular apex of the study area, was 

opened in 1931 whilst Derriford Hospital was constructed in 1973 

on an area of former farmland south of the airport. Modern hous-

ing has arisen at Estover to the east, and around Smallack Farm at 

the south west, of the study area. The Forder Valley north of Fort 

Austin Avenue has remained largely undeveloped and was desig-

nated as Green Space in the Plymouth Local Plan. 

Special features of interest

There are two major surviving historical features which lie in part 

within the bounds of the study area. Both features are part of larg-

er schemes which impact on a far wider area than Derriford alone 

and both are thus dealt with separately here.

Plymouth and Devonport Leats

In 1589 The Corporation of Plymouth contracted Sir Francis Drake 

to bring a supply of water into the town as there was insufficient 

fresh water for both the growing body of townsfolk and the ships 

which took on water at Plymouth. Drake decided to construct a 

leat which would divert water from the River Meavy on Dartmoor 

into the town, discharging into the sea, first apparently at Sut-

ton Pool then later at Millbay. This was a feat of engineering over 

a distance of about 12 miles although the winding nature of the 

leat as it follows natural contours made this even longer (about 

17 miles). The task was completed by 1591. The later Devonport 

Leat, which was built primarily to service the Royal Dockyard, was 

built around 1797 and is approximately 40 miles long. For much of 

its upper course the Devonport Leat runs parallel to the Plymouth 

Leat. Research by two historians, David Hawkins (1987) and Ray 

Bush (2000), has established the course of the leats over much of 

their distance. 

The Plymouth Leat runs north-south to the west of Tavistock Road 

and just outside of the Derriford Masterplan area except where it 

enters it opposite Plymouth Airport on the west side of Tavistock 

Road although this area has been remodelled in recent years as 

part of the A386 improvement scheme. An Exeter Archaeology re-

port (draft 2004) in advance of the remodelling identified the course 

of the Plymouth Leat between Southway Drive and Roborough 

Avenue with burial in situ being the preferred mitigation. Nothing 

of the leat here is now visible above ground following the highway 

remodelling (part of the Devonport Leat lying immediately to the 

west is however visible).

South of Derriford Roundabout the Plymouth Leat was visible over 

a length of 56m in an excavation undertaken in 2001 (Foundations 

0171) in advance of developments and was sectioned in several 

places. It appears originally to have been unlined open channel be-

tweem 1 - 1.5m wide with a varied profile but subsequently lined 

with granite blocks on a concrete base to prevent it becoming a 

stream. Its depth varied between 0.7m to 1.05m. Full details of the 

section results are presented in the report text. 

As part of the same operation sections were cut through the Dev-

onport Leat, which although it runs approximately parallel to the 

Plymouth Leat, approaches Tavistock Road from the west at a 

lower position than the Plymouth Leat. Two lengths of the leat were 

visible, the northernmost being 106m in length and the southern-

most 62m. Sections cut through the leat revealed vertical sides 

c.0.65m deep lined with granite slabs and with a concrete base 

roughly 2m wide onto which the granite facings were mortared. 

The Devonport Leat in its upper length has been retained as a 

reconstructed display feature but with modern materials added 

and it retains little of its original character but it is still visible in 

an unadulterated state south of the entrance to Windsor House 

and for a the stretch southwards alongside and to the east of the 

covered reservoir south of Windsor House. The Plymouth Leat, 

where it runs parallel to this was found to be 2.5m to the east of 

the Devonport Leat and un-lined in this section although this may 

have been a result of robbing following abandonment.

Both leats are shown on mapping of the late 19th century to con-

tinue towards the northern approaches of Crownhill Fort where 

they are partly tunnelled but emerge as above ground features 

north of Crownhill Fort following contour lines around the fort and 

in places only 3m apart. Where above ground the original stone-

lined channels of both survive well. The Plymouth Leat enters a 

high and quite spectacular tunnel just to the north west of Crown-

hill Fort (photo 1) and emerges as an open channel by the time 

it reaches Crownhill Fort Road. The Devonport Leat diverges to 

the west as an open channel before the Plymouth Leat enters its 

tunnel. 

Palmerston Forts

The Palmerston Forts were built during the 1860s and 1870s fol-

lowing a Royal Commission set up by the then Prime Minister Lord 

Palmerston (hence the name). The forts, all linked by a military 

road, were constructed specifically to encircle Plymouth and to 

protect the Royal Dockyard against a landing by the French from 

somewhere further up or down the coast and thus threatening the 

Royal Dockyard from the rear. The chain of forts and batteries were 

divided by the estuaries of the Lynher, Hamoaze and Cattewater 

with three principal forts based at Staddon, on the east, Crown-

hill at the centre and Tregantle on the west in Cornwall providing 

the anchor points for the 17 or so forts and batteries of the land 

defences. Many of these forts are Scheduled Ancient Monuments 

(SAM’s) designated as such by English Heritage and therefore rec-

Appendix 2 - areas of archaeological potential

Areas of Archaeological Potential John Salvatore, Archaeology, Plymouth City Council
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ognised as nationally important and worthy of preservation.

Crownhill Fort (SAM 34881) is the best known of the landward 

forts due to its remarkable state of survival and its accessibility. 

Crownhill was the principal fort of the NE defences and com-

manded the main route into Plymouth from the north (Tavistock 

Road). The seven-sided polygonal work of the fort survives in a 

state of almost full preservation and with much of its glacis (origi-

nally the cleared area to provide an unencumbered field of fire), 

remaining free from development. The site is run by The Landmark 

Trust as an educational display monument and conference centre. 

The bulk of the Crownhill Fort lies within the Masterplan area. Any 

development affecting the scheduled area of Crownhill Fort or its 

setting is subject to Scheduled Monument Consent (SMC) as ad-

ministered by English Heritage who would supply comment. Any 

newly considered schemes of access to the fort would require the 

lightest touch possible in order to minimise any detraction to the 

fort or its setting.

Bowden Battery (SAM 36101). The battery itself (which operates 

as a commercial garden centre) lies just to the south of the Mas-

terplan boundary. However, the glacis extends northwards into the 

study area to the base of the Forder Valley and is scheduled. The 

area of scheduling is defined by War Depatment boundary stones 

some of which survive in the valley bottom. Any development af-

fecting the scheduled area of Bowden Battery or its setting is sub-

ject to Scheduled Monument Consent (SMC) as administered by 

English Heritage who would supply comment.

NB. In recent characterisation study work undertaken in Plymouth 

the Palmerston Forts, particularly those of the north east defences, 

have been recognised as contributing towards the development of 

settlement north of the city based upon the existence of the major 

east/west route created by the linking military road. 

Areas of Archaeological Potential

It will be seen from the above that for the greater part of its his-

tory Derriford remained as farmland with approximately half of the 

present field boundaries in existence by 1840.

With the expansion of the city of Plymouth, Derriford provided land 

suitable for a variety of developments particularly from the early 

20th century onwards. This is reflected in the wide range of de-

velopment including transport (Plymouth Airport), heath care (Der-

riford Hospital), offices (Tamar Science Park) and housing (Estover 

and Crownhill). As a result of the above this inevitably restricts ar-

chaeological potential to those areas which have escaped such 

intrusive development as detailed below.

High Archaeological Potential (shown in pink)

High archaeological potential and indeed survival is already identi-

fied at Crownhill Fort and Bowden Battery and for both the Ply-

mouth and Devonport Leats.

Crownhill Fort inclusive of its glacis (1) and the Plymouth and Dev-

onport Leats which lie close by (2-3) create together an area of es-

tablished high archaeological potential for reasons stated above. 

The glacis of Bowden Battery (4), which is a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument, is also established as an area of high archaeological 

potential by virtue of its former use.

Possible Saxon or medieval archaeology associated with known 

early manors such as Coleridge and Bircham has been identified 

by Exeter Archaeology (1996). Coleridge Farm (5) is a recognised 

site of some antiquity and potentially incorporates below ground 

remains dating back to the Saxon period. Buildings at Coleridge are 

shown on maps of 1784 and Exeter Archaeology photographed 

ruined buildings in 1996 although it is accepted that these remains 

are likely to be of post-medieval and later date.

Bircham Cottage and Bircham Farm (formerly Bircham Mill) with 

their associated trackways, millponds and leats (6-6a) are of con-

siderable historical and archaeological interest. Bircham had ac-

quired a paper mill by 1781 although its original date of construc-

tion is unknown.

NB Both Coleridge Farm and the Bircham complex were included 

in areas recommended by Ray (1996) for a putative ‘historic land-

scape protection area’

Archaeological Potential (shown in orange)

Archaeological potential, which is largely undocumented and 

therefore likely to be prehistoric in nature, is mainly restricted to 

the areas of Forder Valley with the undeveloped areas of the spur 

being defined as a zone of archaeological potential due to their 

topographic similarity to the setting of known prehistoric sites 

which have been recognised to the north. The undeveloped spur 

and unevaluated areas are included for their possible prehistoric 

archaeology (except for those areas evaluated and found to be 

sterile by AC Archaeology – see Zones C and D) on the plan.

All other undeveloped farmland or former farmland retains the po-

tential for archaeological remains 

Also included in this category is the unbuilt upon land at Plymouth 

Airport although any levelling as part of the construction processes 

will have reduced the likelihood of remains other than those more 

deeply cut. 

Within land at Derriford Hospital (7) there are a number of surviving 

sections of high stone walls believed to have been associated with 

the 19th century Derriford Estate and these may represent former 

enclosed garden walls.

At least some of these walls appear to have been rebuilt in modern 

times whilst others appear to be original. Attention is drawn to 

these walls merely for information.

Documented potential is provided by the listed Grade II Powisland 

House (8) a small country house of the early 19th century (No 327 

Tavistock Road); this is included for its standing remains

Low Archaeological Potential (shown in yellow)

This includes all areas where modern development, either by 

housing, commercial, or transport has taken place, which is likely 

to have destroyed or severely compromised any underlying ar-

chaeological deposits. It also includes two areas evaluated by ar-

chaeological test trenches (Zone C and Zone D), which were found 

as a result to be low in archaeological potential (AC Archaeology 

Reports 6000/1/0 – 2/0, 2000). The high number of evaluation 

trenches excavated (well in excess of 20) - with a total of 1125sqm 

of excavation in Zone D alone, suggests that any future archaeo-

logical evaluation certainly within the immediate area could be re-

stricted in scope
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Introduction

The masterplan and new development in Derriford presents an op-

portunity to overcome the current shortcomings in terms of move-

ment for Derriford itself, but also for the wider area and adjacent 

neighbourhoods.  The masterplan has the potential to create an 

urban structure that will support sustainable modes of transport 

and reduce private car usage.  However, it should also be ac-

knowledged that new development at Derriford will increase ve-

hicular trips and this is likely to over load an already congested 

road network unless sustainable modes are made a viable alterna-

tive to the car for a significant number of people living and working 

in the area.

Existing Situation

Derriford and the adjacent neighbourhoods are highly disconnect-

ed, forming a polycentric sprawl with no distinct centre.  Inacces-

sible green spaces and the A386 create barriers with the majority 

of the built environment being solitary big buildings with no sense 

of scale and relation to one another.  These factors combine to 

create a poor walking and cycling environment.

For those travelling by vehicle the existing Derriford roundabout 

creates a poor sense of arrival with the major access route to Der-

riford, the A386 Tavistock Road suffering from congestion at peak 

times.  Roads around the hospital can also become busy at certain 

times of the day.

The Opportunity

The masterplan for Derriford has the potential to improve the per-

meability and accessibility of the wider area, creating alternative 

routes for both vehicular and non vehicular traffic.  Activating the 

green valleys for everyday use or recreational journeys for pedestri-

ans and cyclist is a major objective.  The increase in both jobs and 

residents in Derriford represents an opportunity to achieve a step 

change in the quality of public transport serving the area. 

Vehicular Movement

A key constraint on the development at Derriford is the limited ca-

pacity of the A386 Tavistock amd A38 corridors both of which 

become congested at peak times.

The strategy for managing vehicular traffic associated with Der-

riford is firstly to reduce the need to travel by bringing forward a 

mixed use and accessible development.  The second tier in man-

aging traffic demand is to encourage and support the use of al-

ternative and sustainable modes of travel and further details are 

contained later in this document.  

Despite the nature of the development and the measures to sup-

port sustainable travel it is acknowledged that travel by vehicle to 

and from Derriford will still make up a significant proportion of all 

types of transport trips.  The approach is therefore to construct 

two significant new road links that will act as a relief to existing 

roads on the wider network together with a permeable network of 

streets within the development itself.  The approach is to disperse 

traffic over a number of routes and junctions rather than concen-

trate it at a few locations.

A new diagonal access road (Forder Valley Link) from Forder Val-

ley Road to Plymouth International Business Park is proposed.  

This will ultimately connect to the A38 Forder Valley junction and 

will provide a more direct connection to Derriford from the east.  

This road will provide an alternative route for traffic that otherwise 

would have used the A38 Manadon junction and the A386 Tavis-

tock Road.  Due to the alignment of the route and the existing 

topography quite significant areas of cutting and embankment will 

be required to achieve and acceptable vertical alignment.

The Whitleigh Link is a proposed road providing linkage around the 

north edge of the Crownhill Fort providing connections from the 

west and linking Derriford to the Whitleigh Campus.  This link will 

provide an alternative route for traffic that otherwise would have 

used the A386 Tavistock Road and its Crownhill junction.  

Derriford Road currently links the large Derriford Roundabout with 

the Hospital, Marjohns and the Airport.  It is proposed that togeth-

er with the removal of the roundabout this road will be realigned to 

create a more direct and legible connection to the Marjohns and 

the Airport.  A further primary east west street is proposed creating 

a more immediate connection to the Hospital and the residential 

areas beyond this to the east.

To the south of the existing airport terminal there is surplus land 

that will be redeveloped.  It is proposed that a permeable street 

network be created in this area with a connection to the A386 

Tavistock Road.  The location of this connection is not confirmed 

but could be opposite Powisland Drive or further to the north.  It is 

envisaged that the link to the Tavistock Road will form a secondary 

connections to the Hospital from the north but a primary connec-

tion to the airport and Marjohns.

Overall the proposals will create a permeable network that will 

serve the new development and act as a relief to existing con-

gested junctions and links.

Public Transport

The success and sustainability of the Derriford development and 

wider area will rely on an attractive, high quality public transport 

system that will encourage people to use buses rather than the 

private car.  This would be achieved by implementing a high quality 

bus network, that is comfortable, fast and reliable and takes peo-

ple where they want to go to and at the time they wish to travel.

Currently, Derriford and the surrounding neighbourhoods are fairly 

well connected to the city centre with the majority of buses termi-

nating near the hospital.  The fast and frequent bus service from 

the George Park and Ride to the city centre is a major asset but 

there is a lack of east-west routes and connections to some des-

tinations e..g. the Airport and Marjohns.

The strategy for the new development is an improved bus network 

that will include:

- A high quality bus interchange located at the 

hospital entrance

 

- A high quality public transport loop

- Reorganisation of present bus routes

- A new fast track connection to Coypool P& R via the 

Forder Valley Link

The interchange would be located on the easternedge of the North 

West Quadrant site and its primary function would be to act as 

a termination/starting point for routes to Derriford.  Currently this 

activity takes place in a constrained area resulting in congestion 

for buses, passengers and car at the current hospital entrance.  A 

number of routes will also pass through or near to the interchange 

on their way to other destinations.  In order for buses to be an 

attractive alternative to the car it will be important that the inter-

change is of the highest quality in terms of design, layout, waiting 

facilities, amenities and passenger information.

The public transport loop would comprise a high quality, frequent 

bus service connecting all key destinations and car parks in the 

Derriford area.  This loop would improve the connectivity of the 

whole area and could easily be used for short and ad hoc jour-

neys.  It would be an important complementary service to the 

other through or terminating services using the interchange. 

In terms of buses coming from the city centre on the A386 Tavistock 

Road, these would stop at key destinations in the Derriford area 

e.g. Marjohns, Hospital, Tamar Science Park, International Busi-

ness Park, District Centre before terminating at the interchange.  

This would give passengers the opportunity to travel without inter-

change and as directly as possible from different parts of the city 

centre to key destinations in Derriford and back again.

Buses serving the neighbourhoods from/to the east and south east 

of Derriford would stop at some of the key destinations in the Der-

riford area before terminating at the interchange.  Services from/to 

the west would stop at the interchange but terminate elsewhere.  

Once at the interchange passengers arriving from neighbouring 

areas would then be able to catch the high quality public transport 

loop to access the key destinations within Derriford.

Movement Strategy Alan Baxter’s Associates

Appendix 3 - movement strategy
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Coypool P&R is located to the south east of the site near to the 

A38 Marsh Mills junction.  There is the potential to link Derriford 

with this facility via a fast track bus service on the Forder Valley 

Link stopping at the new Seaton local centre and International 

Business Park and terminating at the interchange.  This would be 

a major benefit for people travelling from a wider area east of Ply-

mouth, creating an option to avoid the already congested Mana-

don Junction and Tavistock Rd.  In time this service could be ex-

tended to the proposed Park and Ride facility at the new Sherford 

settlement to the east.  

To the north of Derriford is the recently completed George Park and 

Ride located on theA386 opposite the George Hotel.  This is con-

nected to the city centre via a dedicated 10 minute frequency bus 

service.  This service would stop in Derriford at the interchange.  

Some or all of the public transport loop buses could be extended 

to encompass the Park and Ride.  

Whilst the strategy for public transport proposes the use of con-

ventional technology the position with emerging technology and 

its possible application to Derriford should be reviewed regularly.  

There is increasing interest in Personal Rapid Transport systems 

with a trial to be shortly undertaken at Heathrow airport in Lon-

don.  Given the spread of different land uses and the geographical 

scale of the area, this type of system may have some application 

at Derriford.

Cycling

The masterplan and new development is an opportunity to achieve 

many of the aims of the Plymouth Cycling Strategy.  It presents a 

great opportunity to significantly improve the cycling environment 

in Derriford and the wider area by creating a strong network, over-

coming current barriers and under use of the existing green space. 

However, it should also be recognised that in some parts of the 

area the dramatic topography might be a discouragement to cy-

cling and the alignment of new routes would need to take account 

of the topography.

The current situation for cyclist is rather poor, due to barriers (Tavis-

tock Rd, inaccessible green space), missing links, and a bleak en-

vironment of solitary big buildings. 

In conjunction with the implementation of the masterplan the focus 

must be on:

Safe, high quality crossings of Tavistock Rd at strategically • 

important places

Access to the secondary street network in the Forder and • 

Bircham Valleys 

Integration of surrounding neighbourhoods and key destina-• 

tions (both employment or recreational, e.g. Crownhill Fort) in 

the network

Street layouts that take account of the environment created • 

for cyclists e.g. measures for naturally slowing down traffic

An environment of personal safety and security created by • 

increasing levels of natural surveillance, high quality public 

realm and a mix of different land uses 

A high level of permeability resulting from a fine grained block • 

layout

Cycling facilities, e.g. secure cycling parking at the interchange • 

and within new blocks

Promotion of cycling through raising awareness during the • 

development with joint public private initiatives with key em-

ployers such as the hospital.

Walking

Walking in Derriford and the wider area can be characterised by 

two different kinds of walking: the every day walk (e.g. to a place 

of work, shopes, place of education) and recreational walks.  To 

encourage people to walk on every day errands, creating a vibrant 

public realm and pedestrian friendly environment would be a key 

objective.  The present situation in Derriford is that there is a dis-

couragement to walking for similar reasons as those described for 

cycling.

The District Centre has the most significance for pedestrians, as it 

is the new ‘urban heart’ and forms key links between key destina-

tions.  In this link, measures must be taken to create a pedestrian 

friendly environment by designing and implementating the follow-

ing:

High quality public realm including street furniture, trees, light-• 

ing, 

Active frontages• 

Human scale of the built environment• 

Traffic calming measurements• 

Safe and convenient crossings• 

Strong legibility• 

In the further development and implementation of the masterplan 

the aim should be for pedestrian friendly design in the residential 

and mixed use areas and the supporting of ‘living streets’ where 

possible.  This would include traffic calming integrated into the de-

sign and layout of streets, shared surfaces and pocket parks etc.

Two recreational footpaths run through the development area, the 

Co-Operative way and Cross City Link.  The footpaths, presently 

sitting in a natural environment, will partly be affected by develop-

ment in the North-West Quadrant and International Business Park.  

The existing footpaths could be linked though the developments 

to the recreational amenities activity (restaurants and cafes in the 

mix used areas) to promote the site being part of a wider recrea-

tional area.

The need to create a link between the existing Hospital and the 

new Planned Care Centre has been identified by the PCT.  It is also 

understood that there is a need for a ‘blue light’ route between the 

two facilities.  As part of this link there is the scope to include an 

iconic bridge structure linking the two sides of the Bircham Valley.  

The feasibility of the structure will to some extent be affected by 

the need to carry vehicles.  If the PCT wanted to take this‘blue 

light’ idea forward, consideration should be given to the options 

through the valley and existing/proposed roads around the valley.
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Our Ref : DC/2005/004193-1/1
Your Ref : 	

Date :       18	April	2005

Mr	P	Barnard
Head	of	Transport	&	Planning	Services
Plymouth	City	Council
Council	Offices
Civic	Centre
Armada	Way
Plymouth,
Devon
PL1	2EN

Dear	Sir/Madam

PLYMOUTH LDF: DERRIFORD/SEATON/SOUTHWAY AREA ACTION PLAN  
	
We	strongly	support	the	enhancement	of	the	river	valley	as	part	of	strategic	open	spaces	and	wildlife	
corridors	with	the	creation	of	public	recreation	opportunities.		Green	fingers	such	as	these	river	corridors	not	
only	provide	a	strong	sense	of	connectivity	within	the	landscape	but	also	provide	essential	routes	for	wildlife	
passage.

Considerable	development	pressure	in	this	area	has	historically	lead	to	significant	increases	in	run-of	rates	
and	the	frequency	of	high	flows,	this	has	in	term	lead	to	the	degradation	of	the	river	channels	through	
increased	erosion	and	hence	deposition.		As	such	the	Agency	has	identified	this	area	as	a	problem	surface	
water	drainage	area,	and	we	would	recommend	that	drainage	of	new	development	should	meet	the	criteria	
set	out	in	the	Environment	Agency’s	Drainage	Guidance	for	Plymouth	City	April	2004.		Where	possible	
Sustainable	Drainage	Systems	and	additional	surface	water	attenuation	should	be	retrofitted	to	existing	
development	areas	to	facilitate	stabilisation	of	the	channels.

Yours	faithfully

JULIAN PAYNE
Planning Liaison Team Leader

Environment Agency

Appendix 4 - flood risk

GENERAL DEVON AREA  
DRAINAGE REQUIREMENTS 

Notes
‡	Development	sizes
The	impact	of	a	development	proposal	on	run-off	is	primarily	related	to	the	scale	of	impermeable	area	
being	considered.		It	is	simplest	to	consider	this	in	terms	of	the	overall	development	site	area.		As	such	
this	 guidance	 considers	 a	 small	 development	 to	 be	 of	 a	 site	 area	 of	 less	 than	 0.5	 hectares	 or	 20	
dwellings;	a	medium	development	 in	 the	order	of	0.5	 to	1	hectares	with	25	or	more	dwellings;	with	
large	developments	in	excess	of	this.	 	However,	consideration	may	also	be	required	of	the	density	of	
development	on	the	site	area.	

The	 following	guidance	 is	 recommended	by	 the	Agency	 to	be	applied	by	 the	Local	
Planing	Authority	to	development	proposals	in	general	in	Devon	(i.e.	those	outside	of	
identified	problem	drainage	areas)	 to	ensure	 that	 local	 flood	 risks	are	not	 increased.		
Where	appropriate	the	local	authority	should	consider	the	use	of	suitable	conditions,	
or	the	submission	of	details	in	the	form	of	a	flood	risk	assessment,	to	secure	drainage	
systems	designed	 to	 these	standards.	 	Pre-application	consultations	with	 the	Agency	
should	be	carried	out	by	developers	for	any	development	sized	1	hectare	or	greater.	

Residential extensions and single dwellings with no new roads 

Best	 practice	 is	 recommended	utilising	 infiltration	 systems	wherever	 practical.	 	 For	
extensions	 this	 may	 not	 need	 to	 be	 a	 formal	 drainage	 system	 but	 could	 involve	
drainage	to	a	lawn	or	pervious	area.		Where	infiltration	systems	cannot	be	used	then	
the	inclusion	of,	at	least,	a	water	butt	or	equivalent	should	be	considered.	

Small ‡ residential and industrial/business developments 

Best	practice	is	recommended	utilising	infiltration	systems	wherever	practical.		Where	
the	Local	Planning	Authority	is	aware	of	specific	local	issues	then	further	constraints	
may	be	appropriate.	

Medium ‡ and large ‡ developments 

In	all	cases	a	Quality	Control	procedure	for	the	installation	of	the	drainage	system	will	
be	required.		The	drainage	system	shall	then	drain	either	by:	-	

i)	 Where	ground	conditions	are	suitable,	and	especially	for	the	redevelopment	of	
sites	 already	 draining	 to	 soakaways,	 infiltration	 methods	 should	 be	 used	 in	
accordance	with	CIRIA	156,	using	a	30-year	design	standard	storm.	

ii)	 Where	infiltration	is	not	possible,	positive	discharge	should	be	restricted	to	a	
variable	 rate	 depending	 on	 the	 design	 storm.	 	The	 allowable	 discharge	 rates	
should	 vary	 from	 the	 greenfield	mean	 annual	 flood	 up	 to	 the	 100-year	 flow	
depending	 on	 the	 corresponding	 storm	 magnitude.	 	 The	 assessment	 of	
greenfield	runoff	rates	should	be	based	on	sufficient	site	permeability.	

GENERAL DEVON AREA  
DRAINAGE REQUIREMENTS 

Notes
‡	Development	sizes
The	impact	of	a	development	proposal	on	run-off	is	primarily	related	to	the	scale	of	impermeable	area	
being	considered.		It	is	simplest	to	consider	this	in	terms	of	the	overall	development	site	area.		As	such	
this	 guidance	 considers	 a	 small	 development	 to	 be	 of	 a	 site	 area	 of	 less	 than	 0.5	 hectares	 or	 20	
dwellings;	a	medium	development	 in	 the	order	of	0.5	 to	1	hectares	with	25	or	more	dwellings;	with	
large	developments	in	excess	of	this.	 	However,	consideration	may	also	be	required	of	the	density	of	
development	on	the	site	area.	

The	 following	guidance	 is	 recommended	by	 the	Agency	 to	be	applied	by	 the	Local	
Planing	Authority	to	development	proposals	in	general	in	Devon	(i.e.	those	outside	of	
identified	problem	drainage	areas)	 to	ensure	 that	 local	 flood	 risks	are	not	 increased.		
Where	appropriate	the	local	authority	should	consider	the	use	of	suitable	conditions,	
or	the	submission	of	details	in	the	form	of	a	flood	risk	assessment,	to	secure	drainage	
systems	designed	 to	 these	standards.	 	Pre-application	consultations	with	 the	Agency	
should	be	carried	out	by	developers	for	any	development	sized	1	hectare	or	greater.	

Residential extensions and single dwellings with no new roads 

Best	 practice	 is	 recommended	utilising	 infiltration	 systems	wherever	 practical.	 	 For	
extensions	 this	 may	 not	 need	 to	 be	 a	 formal	 drainage	 system	 but	 could	 involve	
drainage	to	a	lawn	or	pervious	area.		Where	infiltration	systems	cannot	be	used	then	
the	inclusion	of,	at	least,	a	water	butt	or	equivalent	should	be	considered.	

Small ‡ residential and industrial/business developments 

Best	practice	is	recommended	utilising	infiltration	systems	wherever	practical.		Where	
the	Local	Planning	Authority	is	aware	of	specific	local	issues	then	further	constraints	
may	be	appropriate.	

Medium ‡ and large ‡ developments 

In	all	cases	a	Quality	Control	procedure	for	the	installation	of	the	drainage	system	will	
be	required.		The	drainage	system	shall	then	drain	either	by:	-	

i)	 Where	ground	conditions	are	suitable,	and	especially	for	the	redevelopment	of	
sites	 already	 draining	 to	 soakaways,	 infiltration	 methods	 should	 be	 used	 in	
accordance	with	CIRIA	156,	using	a	30-year	design	standard	storm.	

ii)	 Where	infiltration	is	not	possible,	positive	discharge	should	be	restricted	to	a	
variable	 rate	 depending	 on	 the	 design	 storm.	 	The	 allowable	 discharge	 rates	
should	 vary	 from	 the	 greenfield	mean	 annual	 flood	 up	 to	 the	 100-year	 flow	
depending	 on	 the	 corresponding	 storm	 magnitude.	 	 The	 assessment	 of	
greenfield	runoff	rates	should	be	based	on	sufficient	site	permeability.	
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The	 following	guidance	 is	 recommended	by	 the	Agency	 to	be	applied	by	 the	Local	
Planing	Authority	to	any	development	proposals	in	the	above	problem	drainage	area	
to	 ensure	 that	 local	 flood	 risks	 are	 not	 increased.	 	 Where	 appropriate	 the	 local	
authority	should	consider	the	use	of	suitable	conditions,	or	the	submission	of	details	in	
the	 form	 of	 a	 flood	 risk	 assessment,	 to	 secure	 drainage	 systems	 designed	 to	 these	
standards.	 	 Pre-application	 consultations	 with	 the	Agency	 should	 be	 carried	 out	 by	
developers	for	any	development	sized	1	hectare	or	greater.	

Residential extensions less than 5m2

Best	practice	is	recommended	utilising	infiltration	systems	wherever	practical.	 	This	
may	not	need	to	be	a	formal	drainage	system	but	could	involve	drainage	to	a	lawn	or	
pervious	 area.	 	Where	 infiltration	 systems	 cannot	 be	 used	 then	 the	 inclusion	 of,	 at	
least,	a	water	butt	or	equivalent	should	be	considered.	

Residential extensions greater than 5m2

Drain	to	an	infiltration	system	in	accordance	with	infiltration	guidance	in	BRE	365	or	
CIRIA	156	using	a	10-year	return	period	design	standard.	

The	 Planning	Authority	 should	 consult	 their	 Building	 Control	 Team	 to	 ensure	 that	
there	 is	 appropriate	 space	 and	 siting	 for	 a	 soakaway	 to	 be	 constructed	 on	 the	 site.		
Typically,	Building	Regulations	require	infiltration	systems	to	be	located	not	less	than	
five	metres	from	any	building.			

Single dwellings and small ‡ residential and industrial/business developments 

Drain	to	an	infiltration	system	in	accordance	with	BRE	365	or	CIRIA	156	using	a	30-
year	 return	 period	 design	 standard.	 	 An	 overflow	 to	 a	 positive	 system	 for	 events	
greater	 than	 30-year	 storm	 may	 be	 acceptable	 where	 the	 present	 drainage	 is	 to	 a	
surface	water	sewer	or	direct	to	a	watercourse.	

For	redevelopment	of	existing	sites	where	ground	conditions	prohibit	infiltration	(e.g.	
due	 to	 contaminated	 soils)	 then	 positive	 discharge	 is	 to	 be	 restricted	 to	 greenfield	
mean	annual	flood	with	storage	provided	on	site	for	up	to	the	1	in	100-year	storm.	

Medium ‡ and large ‡ developments 

In	 all	 cases	 a	Quality	Control	 Procedure	 for	 the	 installation	 of	 the	 drainage	 system	
will	be	required.		The	drainage	system	shall	then	drain	either	by:	-	

i)		 Infiltration	 according	 to	CIRIA	156	with	 a	 capacity	 based	 on	 a	 100-
year	design	storm.	

ii)		 Infiltration	according	to	CIRIA	156	with	a	capacity	based	on	a	30-year	
design	storm	but	with	measures	to	detain	surface	water	on	site	for	up	to	
the	1	in	100-year	storm.	

iii) Positive	 discharge	 restricted	 to	 the	mean	 annual	 flood	 greenfield	 run	
off,	 with	 storage	 provided	 for	 up	 to	 the	 1	 in	 100-year	 storm.	 	 Such	
storage	 can	 include	 above	 ground	 storage.	 	The	 runoff	 rates	must	 be	
based	 on	 sufficient	 site	 permeability	 tests	 and	 local	 rainfall	 intensity	
values.

DERRIFORD, PLYMOUTH - 
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Notes
‡	Development	sizes
The	impact	of	a	development	proposal	on	run-off	is	primarily	related	to	the	scale	of	impermeable	area	
being	considered.		It	is	simplest	to	consider	this	in	terms	of	the	overall	development	site	area.		As	such	
this	 guidance	 considers	 a	 small	 development	 to	 be	 of	 a	 site	 area	 of	 less	 than	 0.5	 hectares	 or	 20	
dwellings;	a	medium	development	 in	 the	order	of	0.5	 to	1	hectares	with	25	or	more	dwellings;	with	
large	developments	in	excess	of	this.	 	However,	consideration	may	also	be	required	of	the	density	of	
development	on	the	site	area.	

Extension’s	soakaway	shortcut	criteria
The	table	gives	garden	or	other	open	area	sizes	that	should	be	large	enough	to	ensure	that	there	will	be	
no	significant	constraints	for	soakaway	location	or	sizing	and	for	which	reference	to	Building	Control	
should	not	be	required.	

Extension	 	 Size	of	area	for	soakaway	
Footprint	m2	 	 Diameter	(m)	 Width	by	length	(m)	
			5		 	 	 11.6	 	 11m	x	12m	
		15	 	 	 12.8	 	 11m	x	16m	
		25		 	 	 13.6	 	 11m	x	20m	

Historically	 the	 flooding	 problem	was	 increased	 by	 the	 development	 of	 land	 at	 the	
bottom	 of	 Forder	 Valley	 Road	 in	 1984,	 which	 impeded	 the	 stream’s	 flow.	 	 More	
recently	 large-scale	development	 at	Derriford	has	 increased	 the	 risk.	 	During	heavy	
rainfall	water	runoff	from	the	urban	area	upstream	rapidly	overloaded	the	watercourse	
at	 the	point	 of	 restricted	 flow,	 causing	 flash	 flooding	of	 properties	 and	 surrounding	
land.		

In	 1989	 the	Council	 installed	 a	 large	 culvert	 under	Wilbert	 Road,	 alleviating	 to	 an	
extent	 the	 restriction.	 The	 culvert	 lowered	 the	 flood	 levels	 but	 was	 not	 enough	 to	
prevent	it	and	Leigham	Mill	Cottages	remain	at	risk	of	flooding.		The	watercourse	is	
also	subject	to	significant	erosion	risks.	

Derriford, Plymouth 

Note :  
Reproduced from the Ordnance 
Survey map with the permission 
of the controller of Her  Majesty's 
stationery office, under copyright 
licence No. GD 03177G © Crown  
Copyright.
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The	table	gives	garden	or	other	open	area	sizes	that	should	be	large	enough	to	ensure	that	there	will	be	
no	significant	constraints	for	soakaway	location	or	sizing	and	for	which	reference	to	Building	Control	
should	not	be	required.	

Extension	 	 Size	of	area	for	soakaway	
Footprint	m2	 	 Diameter	(m)	 Width	by	length	(m)	
			5		 	 	 11.6	 	 11m	x	12m	
		15	 	 	 12.8	 	 11m	x	16m	
		25		 	 	 13.6	 	 11m	x	20m	
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The	 following	guidance	 is	 recommended	by	 the	Agency	 to	be	applied	by	 the	Local	
Planing	Authority	to	any	development	proposals	in	the	above	problem	drainage	area	
to	 ensure	 that	 local	 flood	 risks	 are	 not	 increased.	 	 Where	 appropriate	 the	 local	
authority	should	consider	the	use	of	suitable	conditions,	or	the	submission	of	details	in	
the	 form	 of	 a	 flood	 risk	 assessment,	 to	 secure	 drainage	 systems	 designed	 to	 these	
standards.	 	 Pre-application	 consultations	 with	 the	Agency	 should	 be	 carried	 out	 by	
developers	for	any	development	sized	1	hectare	or	greater.	

Residential extensions and single dwellings with no new roads 

Best	 practice	 is	 recommended	utilising	 infiltration	 systems	wherever	 practical.	 	 For	
extensions	 this	 may	 not	 need	 to	 be	 a	 formal	 drainage	 system	 but	 could	 involve	
drainage	to	a	lawn	or	pervious	area.		Where	infiltration	systems	cannot	be	used	then	
the	inclusion	of,	at	least,	a	water	butt	or	equivalent	should	be	considered.	

Small ‡ residential and industrial/business developments 

Drain	to	an	infiltration	system	in	accordance	with	BRE	365	or	CIRIA	156	using	a	10-
year	return	period	storm	design	standard.		An	overflow	to	positive	system	for	greater	
events	may	be	acceptable.	

For	redevelopment	of	existing	sites	where	ground	conditions	prohibit	infiltration	(e.g.	
due	 to	 contaminated	 soils)	 then	 discharge	 is	 to	 be	 restricted	 to	 the	 greenfield	mean	
annual	flood	runoff	rate	with	storage	provided	on	site	for	up	to	the	30-year	storm.	

Medium ‡ and large ‡ developments  

In	all	cases	a	Quality	Control	procedure	for	the	installation	of	the	drainage	system	will	
be	required.		The	drainage	system	shall	then	drain	either	by:	-	

i) Infiltration	according	to	CIRIA	156	with	a	capacity	based	on	a	30-year	design	
storm	with	measures	to	retain	excess	surface	waters	on	the	site	for	up	to	the	1	
in	50	year	storm.	

ii) Positive	discharge	restricted	to	a	variable	rate	depending	on	the	design	storm.		
The	 allowable	 discharge	 rates	 should	 vary	 from	 the	 greenfield	mean	 annual	
flood	up	to	the	1	in	10-year	flow.		For	events	in	excess	of	the	10-year	storm,	
storage	shall	be	provided	on	site	for	up	 to	 the	100-year	storm.	 	Such	storage	
can	include	above	ground	storage.		The	assessment	of	greenfield	runoff	rates	
should	be	based	on	sufficient	site	permeability	tests.	

PLYMOUTH - 
YELLOW PROBLEM DRAINAGE REQUIREMENTS 

Notes
‡	Development	sizes
The	impact	of	a	development	proposal	on	run-off	is	primarily	related	to	the	scale	of	impermeable	area	
being	considered.		It	is	simplest	to	consider	this	in	terms	of	the	overall	development	site	area.		As	such	
this	 guidance	 considers	 a	 small	 development	 to	 be	 of	 a	 site	 area	 of	 less	 than	 0.5	 hectares	 or	 20	
dwellings;	a	medium	development	 in	 the	order	of	0.5	 to	1	hectares	with	25	or	more	dwellings;	with	
large	developments	in	excess	of	this.	 	However,	consideration	may	also	be	required	of	the	density	of	
development	on	the	site	area.	

The	culvert	at	Church	Row	Bridge	has	regularly	overtopped	and	the	bridge	at	Milford	
Lane	 has	 been	 subject	 to	 blockage	 by	 debris.	 The	 dam	 at	 Coombe	 Bottom	 acts	 to	
reduce	 flood	 risk	 to	 the	Tamerton	Foliot	area,	but	 erosion	of	 the	banks	 is	 advanced	
and	undercutting	of	 the	dam	could	be	an	 issue.	 	Flooding	also	occurs	as	 a	 result	of	
surcharging	of	the	sewers	and	limited	flow	capacity	in	the	river	channel	in	places.	

There	 has	 been	 a	 history	 of	 flooding	 at	 Ham	 Village,	 although	 the	 culverts	
downstream	 of	 this	 have	 been	 upgraded	 to	 reduce	 this	 risk.	 	 There	 also	 remains	 a	
concern	over	the	capacity	of	the	Weston	Mill	culvert	particularly	for	high	tides.	

Tamerton Foliot Stream, 
Ham Brook, Plymouth 
Note :  
Reproduced from the Ordnance 
Survey map with the permission 
of the controller of Her  Majesty's 
stationery office, under copyright 
licence No. GD 03177G © Crown  
Copyright.
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List of consultations

Appendix 5

PRELIMINARY STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS

Greenside Properties - Airport land, 21 Nov 2005

Tim Holden - Turner Holden Planning Consultant

Jonathan Selman – PCC

Frazer Osment – LDA Design

South West of England Regional Development Agency - Ply-

mouth International Medical & Technology Park (PIMTP)/ Der-

riford Business Park, 24 November 2004

Steven O’Higgins - SWRDA

Alice Ordidge - SWRDA

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

NHS Trust - Derriford Hospital, 24 November 2005

Steven O’Higgins - SWRDA

Alice Ordidge - SWRDA

Cathy Braithwaite

Syd Jameson standing in for Barry Trindle

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

Jonathan Selman -PCC

Hawkins Trust - Hawkins Trust land, 25 November 2005

Richard May - Maze Consulting

Neil Emery - LHC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

Sutton Harbour Services - Plymouth Airport, 25 November 

2005

Jon Turner - Sutton Harbour Services

Simon Cronk - Sutton Harbour Services

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

Tamar Science Park, 25 November 2005

Nigel Haford - TSP

Nina Sarlaka - TSP

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

College of St Marks and St Johns (Marjon), 25 November 

2005

Mike Hardaway

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design 

PCT 

Contact - PCT

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design

Gervas Property, 30 November 2005

Representative of Gervas Property

Neil Emery - LHC

Jonathan Selman – PCC

Eilis Scott - PCC

Frazer Osment – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Environment Agency, 9 December 2005

Telephone conversation 

Howard Simpson - EA/ Beth Helleur - LDA

PCC CHP, 12 December 2005

Telephone conversation

Colin Anderson - PCC/ Beth Helleur - LDA

South West Water, 13 December 2005

Telephone conversation

Ian Lake - Development Planning Manager, SWW/ Beth Helleur - 

LDA Design

PCC Leisure, 14 December 2005

Gerry - PCC Leisure

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Ellis Scott - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Landmark Trust - Crownhill Fort, 14 December 2005

Geoff Hirst - LT

Jonathan Selman - PCC

John Salvatore - PCC 

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Education, 30 December 2005

Gareth Simmons PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Eilis Scott - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Sports, 30 December 2005

Gerry  PCC Leisure

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Eilis Scott - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Energy/ CHP, Date

Colin Anderson - PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Frazer Osment - LDA Design 

Wessex Reserve Forces - TA Centre, 19 January 2006

Peter Verge – Deputy Chief Executive Wessex Reserve Forces & 

Cadets (Taunton based)

Derek Jordan – (permanent staff at Derriford)

Jonathan Selman – PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Nature Conservation, 19 January 2006

Alistair MacPherson – PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Environmental Health, 19 January 2006

Joseph Fanous – PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Environmental Health, 30 January 2006

Telephone conversation

Glynys Pool – PCC (Contamination)/ Beth Helleur – LDA Design

Eagle One Limited – ‘Norwich Union’ Building, 6 February 

2006

Michael Bryant – Development Manager Eagle One

Jonathan Selman – PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Montrose Capital - South West Water site, 9 February 2006

Henry Moezinia - Montrose

Paul Barnard - PCC

Jonathan Bell - PCC

Nalin Seneviratne - PCC

Vivek Nander - Alan Baxters Associates

Bernie Foulkes - LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

INFORMAL INTERIM CONSULTATION

(INFORMAL CONSULTATION FOR THE AAP PRECEDING THE 

PREFERRED OPTION CONSULTATION)

2 day public exhibition/ consultation event held in 

Southway Community College 14 March 2006, and

Derriford Hospital 17 March 2006

ADDITIONAL STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS

Wharfside Regeneration Ltd – North West Quadrant, 6 June 

2006

Bryan Tanner – Wharfside

Spencer Style – Wharfside

Stephen Matchum – Allsop Matchum

Andy Ibbs – Hospitals Trust

Frazer Osment -LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

English Heritage - Crownhill Fort, 12 July 2006

Jonathan Selman - PCC
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Airport/ Hawkins Trust land, 25 July 2006

Neil Emery - LHC

Alan Swann - PBA

Richard May - Maze Consulting

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly -LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PRE PRE PREFERRED OPTIONS STAGE STAKEHOLDER 

CONSULTATIONS 

South West of England Regional Development Agency/ 

PIMTP & Hawkins Trust Land, 6 September 2006

Steven O’Higgins - SWRDA

Christopher Mitchell – AWW

Richard May - Maze Consulting

Alan Swann - PBA

Neil Emery - LHC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Plymouth Airport, 6 September 2006

Jon Turner – Sutton Harbour Group

Simon Cronk – Sutton Harbour Group

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

North West Quadrant, 6 September 2006

Spencer Style – Wharfside Regeneration Ltd

John Oxley – Wharfside Regeneration Ltd

Andrew Penna – King Sturge

Ali Wagstaff - PCC

Bob McMillan - PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Wessex Reserve Forces, 6 September 2006

Peter Verge – Deputy Chief Executive Wessex Reserve Forces & 

Cadets (Taunton based)

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Christian Mills, 7 September 2006

James Hockin - Christian Mills

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

PCC Economic Development, 17 November 2006

Amanda Bembridge - PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur – LDA Design

PCC Education, Sport & Leisure, 17 November 2006

Gareth Simmons PCC Education

Philip Osmond PCC Education

Peter Kelly PCC Sport & Leisure

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Paul Connelly – LDA Design

Beth Helleur – LDA Design

Derriford Hospital Trust, 21 September 2006

Andy Ibbs - NHS Trust

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOPS

Morning Session 13 September 2007

Steven O’Higgins - SWRDA

Christopher Mitchell - AWW

Lindsey Wild - NHS Trust

Philippe Brysse - Foster & Partners

- Derriford Hospital

Caroline - HLM Architects

HLM Architects

Richard May - Maze Consulting

Neil Emery - Lacey Hickey Caley

Daniel Clifton - Lacey Hickey Caley

_ Peter Bretts Associates

Steven Flaxton - PCC

Scott Smy - PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Liz Maynard - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design

Afternoon Session 13 September 2007

Spencer Style - Wharfside Regeneration Ltd

John Oxley - Wharfside Regeneration Ltd

+

Architect

Lindsey Wild - NHS Trust

Steven Flaxton - PCC

Scott Smy - PCC

Jonathan Selman - PCC

Liz Maynard - PCC

Beth Helleur - LDA Design
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Preparation of the Plymouth City Council Local Devel-
opment Framework (LDF) Core Strategy has been an 
on-going process through 2005. 

A key component of the LDF will be a number of Area 
Action Plans for the key areas of change and regen-
eration within Plymouth.

Area Action Plans were introduced under the Planning 
and Compulsory Purchase Bill 2004 to help Local Plan-
ning Authorities such as Plymouth City Council ensure 
that development is coordinated to improve the envi-
ronment, provide jobs and services and benefi t com-
munities.

An Area Action Plan (AAP) is currently being prepared 
for the Derriford and Seaton area. As a fi rst stage an 
‘Issues and Options’ report was produced by the City 
Council for the area in March/ April 2005.

The report identifi ed the City Council’s preferred vi-
sion for the Derriford and Seaton AAP as ‘…a new cen-

tre as a focus for Northern Plymouth, and to strength-
en the existing centre at Southway, both supported by 
strong, vibrant and well-connected communities.’

The Issues and Options Paper went on to explain some 
of the rationale for this preferred option: 
‘Derriford has grown as a major employment centre, but 
without the facilities to service the workers. It lacks a 
positive identity. There is a need to create a heart and 
sense of place for Derriford to serve a new residential 
and working population, as well as to serve adjacent 
neighbourhoods. This would include some retail and a 
bus interchange, and provide an opportunity to create 
a stronger link east to west with the possible recon-
fi guration of Derriford junction. This new centre would 
act as a focus for the new mixed-use district, drawing 
together the current disparate activities in this area, 
to create a more cohesive urban form. A recent city-
wide retail study undertaken for the City Council will 
help to inform the level of retail provision and the role 
of the centre.’

This is an informal update consultation which takes 
this rationale a step further and summarises the key 
planning and masterplanning issues that will need to 
be addressed by the AAP. It also responds to some of 
the representations and responses made to the issues 
and options paper. 

The current timetable for the AAP and Core strategy 
is:

Key Issues

This consultation considers a small number of fun-
damental questions which we feel need to be ad-
dressed by the AAP. We have suggested a number of 
answers to these questions. 

• What role should Derriford perform in the City and 
 Sub Regional context?

• What sort of uses should the Derriford Centre 
 contain?

• What are the key design issues to be addressed 
 in making Derriford a centre?

• What other benefi ts to the community and envi-
 ronment can be achieved through the develop-
 ment of a centre at Derriford?

What other benefi ts to the community and envi-
ronment can be achieved through the develop-
ment of a centre at Derriford?

We have considered the aspirations of the landowners and devel-
opers active within the Derriford, Seaton and Southway AAP bound-
ary. A signifi cant amount of change is envisaged both within the 
public and private sector. Investment by the Hospital is likely to run 
into the hundreds of millions of pounds. Add to this potential devel-
opment of the Hawkins Trust Land, South West Water, the Tamar 
Science Park, the International Business Park, the Airport and the 
north-west quadrant and the scale of investment is huge. 

The Area Action Plan aims to coordinate development to create a 
sustainable urban centre for the north of Plymouth. This means new 
development and investment by public bodies such as the Council 
and the South West Regional Development Agency will need to 
provide social, economic and environmental benefi ts.

Good public transport to and within the area will be essential. Com-
munity facilities to support the resident and working population of 
north Plymouth will also need to be put in place. We believe the 
benefi ts of development can be coordinated to give the area a good 
live-work balance.

The Forder and Bircham Valleys are stunning assets and can be 
relatively readily brought into public use. Their landscape and eco-
logical values will need to be maintained and enhanced through 
ongoing management. Key assets such as Crownhill Fort must be 
respected and its setting improved.

The plan also has potential to minimise resource use and consump-
tion. For example there is real potential to integrate within the plan 
the infrastructure necessary to deliver effi cient forms of energy pro-
duction such as Combined Heat and Power. This process makes 
use of the excess heat created by energy generation. 

We believe a key role of the AAP will be the identifi cation of social 
and environmental benefi ts that can be delivered with the assist-
ance of the private sector. 

What are the key design issues to be addressed 
in making Derriford a centre? 
5

We believe that three key issues will be important in making Der-
riford a successful centre:

1. The amount of residential, community and commercial develop-
ment will have to be suffi cient to ensure that services and business-
es are supported and people are attracted to the centre. A local 
shop or supermarket is unlikely to be suffi cient to create a vibrant 
centre that people want to be in. There will need to be a mix of uses 
with attractive public spaces for people to linger in and enjoy. 

2. The centre will need to have a strong character to balance the 
existing large buildings and roads within the area. This means dis-
tinctive high quality architecture and buildings which are big enough 
to be noticeable amongst the existing large buildings and roads. 
Streets and spaces will need to be sheltered and attractive for pe-
destrians and cyclists. A bold sustainable suburb needs to be cre-
ated that matches the best new development achieved by the other 
European cities Plymouth is competing with. Some key areas in 
the corridor from Crownhill Fort to the Derriford Roundabout and 
towards the hospital seem best suited as focal areas in which there 
should be a special requirement to achieve a high quality urban 
form and public realm. 

3.  The pattern of streets and spaces needs to create excellent link-
age with the rest of the city and allow for vehicular, cyclist and pe-
destrian access in a sustainable way. In a sense we imagine Der-
riford changing from being a series of cul-de-sac destinations off 
the main A386 into a focus of the neighbourhoods and uses to the 
north of the A38. In a sense it could become the centre to the area 
just as traditional town centres are the focus to their communities.

Our initial work suggests that some form of link along the Forder 
Valley may benefi t the accessibility of the area and allow the crea-
tion of a more attractive and sustainable urban area.

There may also be potential for new linkages through the airport 
land should any become excess to requirements. We have also 
identifi ed the possibility for a linkage to the west of the interna-
tional business park around the northern edge of Crownhill Fort 
towards Whitleigh. Each of these potential linkages are shown on 
the plans.

What role should Derriford perform in the City 
and Sub Regional context? 
5

Plymouth is a major centre of employment, shopping and tourism 
with regional signifi cance as a centre for culture, sport and higher 
education. The city has nationally important healthcare and medi-
cal sectors, many of which are based at Derriford. 

There is an ongoing need to diversify and strengthen the economy 
of Plymouth and Derriford is one of the key areas where this aspira-
tion can be achieved.

We think that Derriford is more than a neighbourhood or local cen-
tre. The existing mix of uses within the area makes it an important 
sub-regional centre with a vital role in the success of the city. Our 
initial view is that the AAP should develop this role for Derriford 
whilst ensuring that any development within the area does not have 
a negative infl uence on the regeneration of the City Centre.

What sort of uses should the Derriford Centre 
contain?
5

Despite the presence of the Hospital, Plymouth City Airport, Nuffi eld 
Hospital, The College of St Mark and St John, Plymouth Interna-
tional Business Park, Derriford Business Park and Tamar Science 
Park, the Derriford area does not have a strong identity as a centre 
for the North of Plymouth. It does not provide the mix of community, 
retail and business uses expected of a sub regional centre. Stud-
ies of each of the neighbourhoods surrounding Derriford revealed a 
number of low density suburbs lacking a clear centre with appropri-
ate services or facilities.

We believe that it is a potential role of the Area Action Plan to help 
develop a broader mix of uses that will help the Derriford area to 
fulfi l its potential as an important sub regional centre for the north 
of Plymouth. The area seems particularly lacking in shops, restau-
rants, leisure and community facilities and a mix of housing suited 
for people who work in the area. The future of the airport as a key 
part of the landuse mix of the Derriford area is still being considered 
but is potentially an important part of the overall mix. 

Derriford & Seaton AAP: Informal Interim Consultation

North Plymouth - Low density residential neighbourhoods lacking a centre
Residential neighbourhoods in north Plymouth are generally low density and lack a centre or focus. 
The area lacks facilities, in particular to support the large non-resident population within Derriford. 
The dashed area shows the core AAP area at the heart of North Plymouth.

Cul-de-sac uses
Existing uses at Derriford including Derriford Hospital, Plymouth Airport, Nuffi eld Hospital, the Col-
lege of St Mark and St John, Plymouth International Business Park and Tamar Science Park are 
separately located on cul-de-sacs off the A386. The area is unconnected and seems particularly 
lacking in shops, restaurants, leisure and community facilities and a mix of housing suited for peo-
ple who work in the area.

A new centre
Creating a radial pattern of routes which make the centre of Derriford a focus to the wider area, and 
developing a more diverse mix of uses at Derriford, will help the Derriford area to fulfi l its potential 
as an important sub regional centre for the north of Plymouth.

Currently Derriford is perceived as an ‘out of 
town’ collection of uses located off a radial route 
to the City Centre.       

Is Derriford just another district centre within 
Plymouth?          

Derriford could become an important urban cen-
tre for Northern Plymouth with excellent links to 
the City Centre.

Derriford in relation to Plymouth City Centre:

The type of centre Derriford should become:

The mix of uses located at Derriford makes it 
an important sub-regional centre which needs to 
be well connected to the City Centre and other 
centres within Plymouth.

Derriford is currently perceived as an ‘out of town’ place. It consists of a series of low density uses off 
cul-de-sacs at the centre of a collection of low density neighbourhoods.       

Derriford could become a higher density urban centre at the heart of Northern Plymouth, well linked 
to the City Centre, the north, Sherford, and surrounding communities.

A new centre for North Plymouth:
Plymouth 

City
Airport

Tamar
Science

Park

Crownhill
Fort

Derriford 
Hospital

Planned
Care

Centre

Bowden 
Battery

Southway

Crownhill

Estover

Glenholt

Manadon

Whitleigh

Woolwell

Eggbuckland

Key:

New sub regional centre as a 
focus for Northern Plymouth       

Retail with mixed uses including 
residential

Employment with mixed use

Residential with mixed use

Medical sector focus

University

Airport land including land safe-
guarded for potential extension to 
runway. 

Community parkland & nature 
conservation management 

Transport Interchange location 

Possible new transport link 
through the Forder Valley

Potential links

Potential link across valley

Create positive connections be-
tween Derriford & areas west of 
A386

Marjohn

Derriford & Seaton AAP Issues and Options

Derriford & Seaton AAP Informal Consultation 

Core Strategy Consultation

Submission Core Strategy

Derriford & Seaton AAP Preferred Option  
Consultation

April 05

March 06

April 06

June 06

Nov 06

VISION: DERRIFORD – CITY CENTRE NORTH

The previous board highlights some of the key issues that need to 
be considered in the development of the AAP. This board is a pre-
liminary attempt to address these issues and starts to set out the 
possible content of the AAP. It is written to describe Derriford as it 
might be, responding to the issues raised above, and addresses 
the following: 

• vision
• accessibility 
• land use and character 
• streets and spaces

Vision 2025

In 2025 we envisage Derriford as a centre for North Plymouth, an 
urban district of over 50,000 people and an important sub regional 
destination for medical, science and technology centres. It will have 
a suffi cient critical mass of residential and commercial development 
to ensure that it functions as both a social and economic focus to 
the area. The bold urban form of the development linking the con-
stituent parts of the centre will create a distinct urban character out 
of what was previously a disparate collection of uses. It will have 
striking architecture of a suffi cient scale to balance the large scale 
commercial and medical uses of the area.

Derriford should provide a wonderful quality of life. It will be a 21st 
century town centre with good public transport linkages through-
out. It should have a mix of spacious, bright and airy and well-treed 
boulevards and spaces; tight streets and urban spaces within the 
main urban focal points; and, linkages to and across the beautiful 
wooded valleys which serve as a park for the resident and working 
population.

Accessibility

Derriford should have an urban framework that allows for good ac-
cessibility whilst at the same time providing a distinctive and cohe-
sive urban structure. With excellent linkages north and south on the 
A386; linkages through the Forder Valley to Sherford and excellent 
connections with the surrounding neighbourhoods the area will be 
the focus to north Plymouth. The pattern of routes focused on an 
integrated transport hub will provide good pedestrian, cyclist and 
public transport accessibility to all areas. 

Derriford is a large centre and unlike some small town centres not 
all areas will be accessible on foot. Innovative solutions such as an 
electric powered guided bus which frequently completes a circuit of 
all the key destinations and car parks will be considered. A trans-
port interchange can be developed in the location of the old Der-
riford Roundabout as an impressive and beautifully designed civic 
space.

The main ‘backbone’ of Derriford Centre will link Crownhill Fort, a 
mixed development to the north of the fort, and the transport hub 
and local centre around the former Derriford Roundabout. The A386 
between these two points should be transformed into a spacious 
urban parkway enclosed by large scale and well designed residen-
tial, retail and commercial development.

Vehicular movement will be supplemented by a pedestrian and cy-
clist network. This will use the valleys as a means to connect with 
the various uses of the area and the wider city open space network. 
The steepest valleys could be crossed by elegant bridges which 
touch the tree tops and which could become an attraction in their 
own right.

Land use and character 

There will be two types of land use at Derriford, the sub-regional 
and the local.

The sub-regional retail function of the area will be a key develop-
ment of the area. This would underpin the area’s role as a centre 
to North Plymouth. It will need to be carefully planned so as to not 
detract from the city centre. In order to achieve enough uses to at-
tract people to the centre the retail uses will be carefully chosen 
and mixed. Sub regional retail uses will need to be integrated with 
residential and other uses to create a high quality and diverse ur-
ban context.

At the local level there are signifi cant opportunities for quality resi-
dential developments. At Derriford it will be possible to live close 
to your place of work. The aim should be to provide a quality of life 
that competes with the South Hams and Dartmoor within a pre-
dominantly high density urban form. There may be opportunities 
for some relatively low density neighbourhoods with contemporary 
sustainable architecture which maximises views over the valleys.

There will also be a number of smaller local centres that ensure 
people can reach some basic facilities within 400m of their homes. 
These will be found at various points throughout the area. The big-
gest neighbourhood centre is likely to be to the west of the Derriford 
Hospital. This area could have a tighter and more intimate network 
of streets and spaces and provide for local eating, shopping and 
leisure needs. 

Streets and spaces 

The concept that underpins the approach to the design of streets 
and spaces should be simple. It should aim to build on the spacious 
well-treed nature of the area to create a beautiful and sheltered 
environment for people. A restricted tree palette of 2-3 trees should 
be developed to help visually unify the various uses and create a 
distinctive identity for the area. 

The design for the area should provide a landscape setting to Crown-
hill Fort, protecting and interpreting features of historic importance 
such as the glacis. Consideration should be given to the possibil-
ity of incorporating the leat between the fort and the old Derriford 
Roundabout into a series of gardens. 

The valleys that run through the area will be a key element of the 
public realm strategy. Linkages to them should be overlooked and 
the combined cycle and pedestrian routes should be spacious and 
safe.

The further work carried out on the development of 
the Derriford & Seaton AAP has confi rmed the broad 
vision set out in the ‘Issues and Options’ report pro-
duced by the City Council in March/ April 2005. Howev-
er, we believe the vision needs to be refi ned to empha-
sise the sub-regional role of the area. In particular the 
opportunity and need for the area to have a broader 
mix of uses is emphasised. Simply, if the area is to be 
a successful and sustainable centre it needs to con-
tain the mix of uses that will attract people to it and 
encourage social interaction. 

We believe therefore that the preferred vision for the 
Derriford & Seaton AAP should be:-

To create a thriving sustainable urban centre with a 
diverse mix of commercial and community uses as 
a focus for Northern Plymouth supported by strong, 
vibrant and well connected communities including 
Southway and other local centres. 

It is considered that the key aims of this vision can be 
achieved by improving transport connections, public 
transport and accessibility to make the centre of Der-
riford a focus to the wider area; promoting this area 
as a high quality ‘northern gateway’ into the city with 
a genuine mix of uses and attractive public spaces; 
strengthen the community of Southway and other sur-
rounding neighbourhoods through high density mixed 
use development and links; promote public access to 
and enjoyment of natural green spaces in this area, 
particularly the Forder and Bircham valleys. 

This is an informal consultation for the AAP preceding 
the consultation on the preferred option in November. 
We want to know from you whether these are the right 
questions which will need to be addressed by the AAP 
and whether we have identifi ed the right answers. We 
would like to know your views on the ideas set out for 
Derriford. Please write to the Council at the below ad-
dress:

Strategy Unit
Policy Planning Manager
Planning & Regeneration Services
Plymouth City Council
Civic Centre
Plymouth PL1 2EW

ldf@plymouth.gov.uk

Following this exhibition we will consider your com-
ments and develop preferred options for the Derriford 
area.  The broad strategy for the area will be set out in 
the Core Strategy which will be consulted on in April 
2006. We will hold another public consultation on the 
‘Preferred Option’ stage of the AAP at the end of the 
year. This will be followed by the publication of the 
Area Action Plan for Derriford & Seaton in 2007.

SUMMARY WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

Derriford & Seaton AAP: Informal Interim Consultation
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This is an informal consultation for the AAP preceding the consulta-
tion on the preferred option in November. If you have any comments 
please write to the Council at the below address:

   Strategy Unit
   Policy Planning Manager
   Planning & Regeneration Services
   Plymouth City Council
   Civic Centre
   Plymouth PL1 2EW

   ldf@plymouth.gov.uk
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